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It is limited to a few questions concerning the Bantu verb stem.  We have chosen a small number of
features to be compared across the Bantu zones. These concern:
1- Vowel systems and vowel harmony
2- Vowel length, nasal+consonant clusters, and tone
3- Passive and causative extensions, and tone
It is hoped that researchers working on Bantu languages will submit answers to these questions to be
entered  into the database, which will be immediately available to all interested parties.

Surname, Name:

E-mail:

Language:

Guthrie / Maho number:

Source:

1- Vowel system:

i,I,E,a,O,U,u i,e,E,a,O,o,u i,e,a,o,u i,E,a,O,u Other

Comments:



2- How is the vowel of the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-Ic- (-is-, -ish-, etc.) realized after each
contrasting vowel of a /CVC-/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:

3- How is the vowel of the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-Id- (-il-, -ir-, etc.) realized after each
contrasting vowel of a /CVC-/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:



4- How is the vowel of the Proto-Bantu reversive suffix *-ud-, *-uk- (-ul-, -ur-, etc.) realized after each
contrasting vowel of a /CVC-/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:

5- How is the vowel of the Proto-Bantu reciprocal suffix *-an- (-angan-, etc.) realized after each
contrasting vowel of a /CVC-/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:



6- How is the Proto-Bantu final vowel *-a realized after each contrasting vowel of a /CVC-/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:

7- How is the Proto-Bantu final subjunctive vowel *-e realized after each contrasting vowel of a /CVC-
/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:



8- How is the first vowel of the Proto-Bantu perfective final *-id-e (-ile, -ire, etc.) realized after each
contrasting vowel of a /CVC-/ verb root?

i I e E a O o U u ? n/a
/CiC/ +

/CIC/ +

/CeC/ +

/CEC/ +

/CaC/ +

/COC/ +

/CoC/ +

/CUC/ +

/CuC/ +

Other:

Comments:

9- Does this language have contrastive vowel length?

Yes No

Comments:

[ If 'No', go directly to question 12 ]

10- Does this language maintain the Proto-Bantu vowel length contrast in -CVC- vs. -CVVC- verb
roots (e.g. *-cek- 'laugh', *-dob- 'fish with line' vs. *-déet- 'bring', *-dóot- 'dream,' etc.)?

Yes No

Comments:

11- Does this language contrast length in CVNCV vs. CVVNCV verb stems? (E.g., in Yaka, according
to Ruttenberg 1971, sóngá 'show' vs sóóngá 'sharpen').

Yes No

Comments (e.g. on the relative number of
verbs of each type):



12- In dictionary entries of CVCV verbs, how many contrasting tones would have to be indicated in
this language?

0/1 2 3

If this language does not have tone, or if verb roots do not contrast in tone, mark "0/1". This includes
cases where all verb tones are assigned morphologically (e.g. by tense, aspect etc.)
If verb roots fall into two tonal classes, mark "2". This includes cases where the underlying opposition
is /H, L/, /H, Ø/ or /L, Ø/.
If verb roots fall into three tonal classes, mark "3". This typically happens in languages where, in
addition to L tone verb roots, there are two kinds of H tone verb roots: one which is realized H-H vs.
one which is realized H-L.

Comments:

[ If you answered  'No' to question 9, go directly to question 15 ]
[ If you answered  'No' to questions 10 and 11, go directly to question 15 ]

13- In dictionary entries of CVVCV verbs, how many contrasting tones would have to be indicated in
this language? (see question 12 for an example)

0/1 2 3

Comments:

[ If you answered  'No' to question 11, go directly to question 16 ]

14- In dictionary entries of CVVNCV verbs, how many contrasting tones would have to be indicated in
this language? (see question 12 for an example)

0/1 2 3

Comments:

15- In dictionary entries of CVNCV verbs, how many contrasting tones would have to be indicated in
this language? (see question 12 for an example)

0/1 2 3

Comments:

[ If you answered  'Yes' to question 11, go directly to question 18 if you put "No" in question 10. Go to
question 17 if you said "Yes" in question 10. ]
[ If you answered  'No' to question 11, go directly to question 22 if you put "No" in question 9 or 10.
Go to question 17 if you said "yes" in questions 9 and 10. ]



16- Although CVNCV and CVVNCV do not contrast, which of these better represents the
phonological analysis or phonetic realization of such sequences in this language?

CVNCV CVVNCV

Comments:

[ If you answered  'No' to question 9, go directly to question 22. ]
[ If you answered  'No' to question 10, go directly to question 19. ]

17- Where verb tones are determined on the basis of tense, aspect, etc., is tone assignment sensitive to
the difference between CVCV and CVVCV?

Yes
(i.e. the tone-bearing unit is the "V" or mora)

No
(i.e. the tone-bearing unit is the syllable)

If morphological tones are assigned by counting Vs, mark "yes". An example would be a verb tense that
places a H tone on the second V. This would yield limá vs. liíma (whose rising tone might be simplified
to yield lííma).
If all tones are assigned by syllable, independent of vowel length, mark "no". An example would be a
verb tense that places a H on the second syllable. This would yield limílana and liimílana.

Comments:

[ If 'No', go directly to question 20. ]
[ If you answered  'CVNCV' to question 16, go directly to question 19. ]

18- Where verb tones are determined on the basis of tense, aspect, etc., how does CVVNCV behave?

like CVCV  like CVVCV

If a morphological tone rule places a H tone on the second V and the result is limá, liíma and liimbá,
mark "like CVCV".
If a morphological tone rule places a H tone on the second V and the result is limá, liíma, and liímba,
mark "like CVVCV".

Comments:

[ If you answered 'No' to questions 10 and 11, go directly to question 22. ]
[ If you answered  'CVVNCV' to question 16, go directly to question 20. ]

19- Where verb tones are determined on the basis of tense, aspect, etc., how does CVNCV behave?
(see question 18 for an example)

like CVCV  like CVVCV

Comments:



20- Are there phonological tone rules which treat CVCV and CVVCV differently?

Yes No

For example, if there is a rule that spreads H tone to the next vowel, such that /túma/ is realized /túmá/
and /túuma/ is realized /túúma/, mark "yes". (The tone-bearing unit is the V in this language.)
For example, if there is a rule that spreads H tone to the next vowel, such that /túma/ is realized [túmá]
and /túuma/ is realized [túúmá], mark "no". (The tone-bearing unit is the syllable in this language.)

Comments:

[ If 'No', skip next question. ]

21- If phonological tone rules treat CVCV and CVVCV differently, how does CVVNCV behave?

like CVCV  like CVVCV

For example, if there is a rule that spreads H tone to the next vowel, such that /túma/ is realized [túmá]
and /túuma/ is realized [túúma], AND /túmba/ is realized [túúmbá], mark "like CVCV".
For example, if there is a rule that spreads H tone to the next vowel, such that /túma/ is realized [túmá]
and /túuma/ is realized [túúma], AND /túmba/ is realized [túúmba], mark "like CVVCV".

Comments:

22- Is there any tonal difference in the behavior of VNCV vs. CVNCV stems?

Yes No Don't know

In Luganda, for example, the long vowel of CVVNCV counts as two tone-bearing units (i.e. like
CVVCV), while the vowel of (onsetless) VVNCV verbs counts as one (i.e. like CVCV).

If yes, please describe:

Comments:

23- In some languages, certain verb tones come out different on the surface if there is a causative or
passive suffix, e.g. -is-, -y-, -w-, etc. Are you aware of any such difference in this language?

Yes No Don't know

In Kinande, for example (supplied by Ngessimo Mutaka) :
tw-á-húm-irir-a Valinánde   'we hit Valinande (on purpose)'
tw-á-húm-irir-á-w-a  'we were hit by Valinande (on purpose)'
tw-á-húm-iris-á-y-a  Valinánde  'we caused Valinande to be hit (on purpose)'

If yes, please describe:

Comments:



24- Comments about this questionnaire:

Contacts:

Larry M. Hyman
Department of Linguistics
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

hyman@socrates.berkeley.edu

Gérard Philippson
Laboratoire Dynamique du Langage
14, Avenue Berthelot
69363 Lyon Cedex 07, FRANCE

gerard.philippson@ish-lyon.cnrs.fr

Other participants in the France-Berkeley grant are Lolke van der Veen (DDL, Lyon), Jacky Maniacky
(originally from INALCO, Paris and currently at the Musée Royal de l'Afrique Centrale, Tervuren),
and Jeffrey Good (originally from UC Berkeley and currently the University of Pittsburgh).

***


